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Abstract 
The power sector is increasingly utilizing GPS-stamped real-time measurements from Phasor Measurement Units (PMU) to improve the 
reliability and efficiency of power grids. PMUs directly measure phase angles in real-time, which allows operators to perform grid optimization 
that re deployed across North America and it continues to increase 
remarkably. However, one of the major challenges is the complexity of analyzing such a large amount of real-time datasets. The phasor data 
-bytes in coming years, which exceeds the capability of conventional relational database technologies. 
A new software and architecture framework is in desperate need to process such a large amount of data in real-time reliably and cost-
effectively. The paper presents a new framework based on Hadoop, an open-source system widely used in the industry, to perform distributed 
and parallel analytics on large synchrophasor datasets. The paper demonstrates various applications of MapReduce to analyze patterns of load 
distribution using parallel node calculations, which can later be scaled up to match the requirements for power utility sector. The paper serves 
as a pilot study on data analytics on big data of smart grids. 
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1.   Introduction and Motivations 
     Recent advances in the limitations of bandwidth have allowed the power industry to deploy and utilize data sensors which 
stream data in real time to control centers for processing.  These advancements in power industry have given a boost to the 
introduction of Phasor Measurement Units, which can measure the phasor values on a scale of 60 frames per second and can send 
the data instantaneously to the control centers. The deployment of PMUs across the United States has resulted in exponential 
growth of storage servers which can accumulate the enormous information sent by these PMUs. The data, dubbed 
synchrophasors, is projected to accumulate quickly into petabytes of information.  Single node computers do not have the 
processing capabilities to perform calculations in a timely manner.  New platforms would be required in coming years to process 
this data. The incapability of traditional relational databases to resolve the computational efficiency (due to the size of the data) 
has led to the development of new platforms, which can solve the data intensive calculations at a much faster rate. This paper 
will introduce Hadoop, a cloud computing platform, as a solution to the above mentioned problem.  
      Hadoop has been shown to be capable of performing two simple calculations required for all complex synchrophasor 
algorithms. This paper will show the capability of Hadoop to processing many streams of history data synchronously. Secondly, 
Hadoop can perform the processing of one stream of history data in a parallel manner. Both these capabilities required for most 
complex algorithms makes Hadoop a potential platform in coming years to perform the data intensive calculations. The 
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comparison of single node and parallel nodes working in synchronization with Hadoop has been discussed to evaluate the 
features of this platform. 
2.   Background 
     Before the work can be presented, a summary of Hadoop, synchrophasors, and related work is required. This section provides 
a brief overview of Hadoop and its implementation to process the synchrophasor data. 
2.1. Hadoop Overview 
Hadoop, a newly emerged Java-based software framework [1], supports applications that can process a vast amount of data in 
an efficient manner. Grid computing requires a lot of complex operations ranging from data acquisition from local nodes to 
processing and archiving the historical data and reading it at a later stage, without any significant latency at each stage. Hadoop is 
equipped with Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) to store data, and a MapReduce platform to process the enormous data. 
The HDFS is designed to store data with a high bandwidth across the cluster nodes, which makes it very easy to access it at a 
later stage. HDFS carries low cost of deployment, maintenance and scalability, which is particularly useful when operating on a 
large scale file system. Additionally, the scalability and stability of HDFS into the map of Grid computing is discussed in Ref. 
[1]. It is shown to be adaptive to new hardware and changing requirements, and has the capability to be seamlessly integrated and 
 
affect the running operation due to the accessibility to same data from redundant nodes.  
Hadoop's MapReduce platform provides a parallel architecture that is easier to develop code for than most cluster computing 
solutions. Cluster frameworks like MPI require extreme care in managing communication between nodes. MapReduce removes 
the need for a developer to worry about most of the parallel communication. It does this by limiting the user to the MapReduce 
communication process. Synchrophasor data fits easily into this limitation, making Hadoop a perfect solution. 
Various features of Hadoop such as architecture, file I/O operations, replica management and an application are studied in 
Ref. [2], currently installed at Yahoo. It is reported that Hadoop clusters at Yahoo span 25000 servers and store 25 petabytes of 
application data. Almost one hundred organizations across the world are reported using Hadoop for large data storage and 
analysis. 
2.2. Synchrophasor Overview 
         IEEE has provided the standard protocol [3] for synchrophasor data. It includes synchronization, time methods and 
synchrophasor measurement conventions. The data formats are important while working with Synchrophasors and using Hadoop 
for better utilization of resources and time.  
        The preliminary development and deployment of an experimental wide-area monitoring and control platforms (OpenPDC 
and other PDCs) are discussed in Ref. [4], in which several basic applications have been implemented, and in the future will 
allow for the implementation and testing of envisioned applications. At its current stage, the platform allows both on-line 
monitoring and off-line analysis of data, coming from installed PMUs or data sensors, which can be streamlined to Phasor Data 
Concentrators (PDCs) using IEEE C37.118, IEEE 1344 communication protocols. OpenPDC's main goal is to align time signals 
coming from multiple sources into synchronous data windows. A lot of work has been done using Hadoop to perform this 
alignment, but little has been done analyzing data after the alignment. 
2.3. Implementation of Hadoop for Synchrophasor Data 
        In Ref. [5] the real world application of Hadoop for detection of windowed sub-second events on PMU data has been 
discussed. It investigates using algorithms in Hadoop to monitor hysteresis data with large windows of data greater than 
OpenPDC's internal windowing capabilities.  It spends most of its time discussing specific algorithms implemented on Hadoop, 
but does not explain or prove the novelty behind using Hadoop specifically as a synchrophasor processing platform.   
       The practical implementation of Hadoop in a real environment (openPDC) is discussed in Ref. [6]. It highlights the 
importance of using Hadoop as the platform for smart grid technologies at the Tennessee Valley Authority. To find a particular 
event of disruption of power, storage servers containing terabytes of data are scanned. The scan of streamed data from a storage 
area network would take days or weeks, as compared to Hadoop which would take few minutes to scan the whole data stored in 
cluster nodes.  
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3.   Hadoop Performance Benchmarks 
Two Hadoop benchmarks are tested with synchrophasor data.  First of all, embarrassingly parallel calculations are tested to 
show that Hadoop can handle multiple streams of history data.  Secondly a single history stream of data is tested in parallel for 
algorithm  performance. 
3.1 Multi-Stream Synchrophasor Calculations 
Synchrophasor data contains the history of many streams.  In the future, there will be years of data representing a voltage 
stream, current stream, and phase stream of one bus.  The data will contain many buses.  Bulk calculations will be performed on 
these streams to calculate averages, minimum values, maximum values, and other statistics.  Hadoop is tested in calculating each 
stream in parallel. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Average MapReduce Flow 
          The two basic functionalities of Hadoop platform i.e Map and Reduce has been discussed. The results of computations 
performed are shown in tabulated manner in terms of time taken (in seconds). Figure 1 describes the basic MapReduce algorithm 
used in the Hadoop platform.       
         On Hadoop, simultaneous calculations can be performed on the entire dataset quickly. The tested method computes a 
simple averaging of each stream on a prototype dataset of 300 MB. With such a small sample size, the sequential methods would 
easily outperform parallel implementation, but as the scale of data to be analysed is increased, the sequential methods would 
become incompetent. This example shows how easily and efficiently Hadoop scales its nodes to increase parallel computational 
power and efficiency.      
3.1.1 Map 
Hadoop's Map() function takes a portion of a file as its input, and outputs user defined {key, value} pairs. This allows the 
Sort() function to condense all these pairs into {key, values []}.    
Synchrophasor data consists of columns of data types (voltages, currents, etc.) with rows sorted by time stamping of values. 
Each column is used as a key object to identify the parameter. This function would obtain an output for every data: column 
name (number), value}  The mapped data is then sent to the reducer to perform the averaging function. 
3.1.2 Reduce 
Reduce takes an input if {key, values []}, and for every key performs reduce (values []).  It allows each unique key to have its 
own output. 
 The synchrophasor data, after being processed by the Map function, is sent to Reduce. The reducer would calculate the 
average of all values associated with a single column number.  Since the synchrophasor data consists of 50 columns, with each 
column being assigned a unique key by Map function, there is a possibility that the data might be processed in parallel with 50 
nodes. Each node calculates its output and Reduce function writes the output to a file assigned by the user. 
3.1.3 Results  
      The sequential version outperforms the Hadoop platform mainly due to two reasons; small size of data to be tested and large 
overhead borne by the parallel nodes. None of the above mentioned problems would occur in large datasets. Although both 
Hadoop runs performed slower than the sequential code, vast improvements were made going for 1 node to 4 nodes within 
Hadoop; a speedup of 3.5 was achieved.  Due to Hadoop's scalability, 1000 nodes would easily be achievable.  On large datasets, 
this would outperform the sequential code. 
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Table 1. Hadoop Embarrassingly Parallel Performance 
Instance Total Speed 
(Minutes) 
Sequential 1 
M1.small (1 Node) 7 
M1. large (4 Nodes) 25 
3.2 Single Stream Parallel Hadoop Computation 
In addition to multiple stream computations, many users want to quickly perform calculations on a single massive stream of 
data.  It requires comprehensive knowledge of the Hadoop framework, multiple Map Reduce calls due to the complexity of the 
operation.  There are many uses for a single stream calculation. A platform capable of pattern matching, event detection and 
stability analysis is always in demand in power industry.   
For the purpose of developing more complex MapReduce algorithms, Hadoop is installed on a personal machine to perform 
the analysis.  A single node setup is used with Hadoop version 0.20.0; it would allow fast debugging and development of 
complex, java-based, MapReduce code.  The code is then easily ported onto the Amazon's Elastic Cloud: a highly scalable 
cluster of machines.  
While testing the final algorithm, the peaks and valleys of a single voltage datastream are found. The algorithm requires two 
cascaded MapReduce calls.  The first MapReduce call calculates the average of the voltages ( y as mentioned 
in previous section).  The second call determines the high and low peak times using the calculated average.  The following 
subsection explain the methods used in both MapReduce applications. In both cases, the input stream is broken into parts before 
being calculated in paralel. 
3.2.1 Average 
        The map function was used to parse the string and send {key, value} pairs of {1, [Voltage, Data count]}.  The reducer 
calculated the average based on the voltage and the data count.  In addition to the reducer, a combiner was used to force 
preliminary averaging after the map step.  This minimized the communication overhead and allowed the averaging step to 
perform almost perfectly in parallel. 
3.2.2 Peaks and Valleys 
        The map step finds the individual peaks and lows of data. It maps each value in a peak to its starting timestamp.  For 
example, if a peak begins at 7:30, every value that is a part of the peak is mapped to {7:30, current value's timestamp}.  The 
reducer then looks at every unique key identifier and the full duration of that peak. This duration is the final output.  Figure 2 
demonstrates the method used for the peak operation. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Peak MapReduce Flow 
3.2.3 Results 
     The algorithm is tested multiple times in three separate setups. The average of five tests is calculated and displayed in the 
table below.  Variance in runtimes of tests is almost negligible. The personal node performs the best but it is not scalable and 
therefore not a valid solution for the calculations involving large data sets.  The Amazon nodes show the speedup potential of the 
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algorithm. A speedup of 7.16 is attained by increasing the number of nodes from 1 to 8. Though the example restricts the 
scalability to 8 nodes only, the user can g  
Table 2. Hadoop Single Stream Performance 
Platform Averaging Peaks and Valleys      Total 
Personal Node 37.4s 44.6s      82s 
Amazon (8 Nodes) 64s 65s     129s 
Amazon (1 Node 7m 29s 7m 55s     15m 24s 
 
4.   Conclusions 
        The HDFS is capable of storing large synchrophasor data sets whereas traditional databases wouldn't have enough 
scalability. It provides additional redundancy to take care of non-operational nodes; if a single node is lost, the data is still safe in 
the other nodes. Hadoop has shown to be capable of computing algorithms on synchrophasor data sets very quickly and 
efficiently. Hadoop provides the scalability for computation of petabytes of data and the essential framework required to 
communicate between storage devices with negligible overhead costs. On the most complicated algorithm tested, Hadoop attains 
a speedup of 7.16 when the number of nodes is increased to eight. Hadoop's scalability will prove to be the key to keeping 
computation timely.  
         Finally, Hadoop is simple and provides a fast developing environment.  Its MapReduce scheme keeps the flowchart simple 
for programmers and its installation have the resources to 
install the platform, it is easily accessible on the cloud too. 
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